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Localized Temporal Change of the
Earth’s Inner Core Boundary
Lianxing Wen
Compressional waves of an earthquake doublet (two events occurring in the South Sandwich Islands
on 1 December 1993 and 6 September 2003), recorded at three seismic stations in Russia and
Kyrgyzstan and reflected off Earth’s inner core boundary, arrived at least from 39 to 70
milliseconds earlier in the 2003 event than in the 1993 event. Such changes indicate that Earth’s
inner core radius enlarged locally beneath middle Africa by 0.98 to 1.75 kilometers between the
times of these two events. Changes of the inner core radius may be explained by either a
differential motion of the inner core, assuming that irregularities are present at the inner core
boundary and fixed to the inner core, or a rapid growth of the inner core by this amount.
arth’s inner core grows from the solidification of the outer core (1). The growth of the
inner core releases latent heat and dispels
light elements, providing driving forces for the outer
core convection (2) and power for generating the
geodynamo (3, 4). The inner core growth process is
thought to be geologically slow (5–10) and
geographically uniform because of the presumed
extremely small variation in temperature in the
outer core (11). Here, I used PKiKP [a compressional wave reflected off the inner core boundary
(Fig. 1A)] waveforms of an earthquake waveform
doublet discovered by Zhang et al. (12) to study
temporal change of the inner core boundary.
Earthquake waveform doublets are earthquakes occurring at different times but in almost exactly the same location and generating
similar waveforms (12–18). Because the relative travel time and waveform difference be-
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tween the waveform doublets is sensitive only
to the relative change of event location and/or the
temporal change of seismic properties, it is
powerful to use waveform doublets to study
high-resolution relative locations of the earthquakes (13–15) and to detect temporal change of
seismic properties (12, 16–18). The similarities of
the doublet waveforms also allow accurate travel
time measurement to be made. Zhang et al. (12)
reported the existence of 19 waveform doublets in
the South Sandwich region over a period of 35
years and showed that the PKP(DF) (PKIKP)
phases [a compressional wave propagating through
the inner core (Fig. 1A)] are in misalignment to
each other between the doublets. Their study
provided compelling evidence for the reported
temporal changes in PKIKP travel time (19–21).
They further proposed that the observed temporal
changes can be explained by an inner core differential motion over a lateral velocity gradient in
the inner core (20).
I used the best doublet reported in Zhang
et al. (12) (table S1). The doublet consists of
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two events occurring on 1 December 1993
(event 93) and 6 September 2003 (event 03). I
used the observed difference in absolute arrival
time of various seismic phases that are not
associated with the inner core (non-IC phases)
between the doublet to determine the relative
location and origin time of the two events. I used
event 93 as the master event [i.e., fixed its origin
time and location to those reported in the earthquake catalog (table S1)] and searched for the
best-fitting relative location and origin time for
event 03 that minimize the travel time residuals
of the non-IC phases between the two events. I
then studied the temporal changes of travel time
and waveform of the PKiKP-PKIKP or PKiKP
phases between the doublet based on the bestfitting relative hypocenter location and origin
time of the two events. To do so, the PKiKP and
PKiKP-PKIKP waveforms of the doublet were
superimposed on the basis of the relative arrival
times of these phases between the doublet, estimated using the best-fitting relative location and
origin time of the two events. The PKiKP travel
time residuals between the doublet are further
calculated by subtracting the predicted relative
arrival times of the seismic phases from the
measured arrival time differences between the
doublet. If the superimposed waveforms are in
misalignment between the doublet, or if a travel
time residual is larger than the relocation error
bar, it would mean that the arrival times of the
seismic phases between the doublet cannot be
explained by the relative origin time and hypocenter location of the doublet, and these phases
exhibit temporal change in time.
The detailed relocation analysis places the
doublet within 0.37 km in horizontal space and
0.7 km in depth (22). The inferred best-fitting
relative origin time and hypocenter location between the doublet yield, for the non-IC phases,
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a minimal root mean square travel time
residual of 0.016 s and a maximal travel time
residual of 0.031 s in the individual stations
(fig. S1B) (22). The maximal travel time
residual in the individual stations (0.031 s) is
considered as the relocation error bar.
Superimposed PKiKP-PKIKP waveforms
and PKiKP waveforms observed at stations ARU
(Arti, Russia), AAK (Ala Archa, Kyrgyzstan),
and OBN (Obninsk, Russia) reveal that the
PKiKP phases observed at these stations are in
misalignment and that they arrived earlier in
event 03 than in event 93, even after the travel
time differences due to the relative hypocenter
position of the two events are taken into account
(Fig. 1, B to E). The PKiKP and PKIKP phases
recorded at station ARU arrived 0.11 s earlier and
the PKIKP phase about 0.04 s earlier in event 03
than in event 93. Moreover, the PKiKP-PKIKP
differential travel time was about 0.07 s smaller
in event 03 than in event 93 (Fig. 1C). Station
AAK is closer, and the separation of the PKiKP
and PKIKP phases is not clear, but the later portion
of the waveforms (energy primarily associated with
the PKiKP phases) is clearly in misalignment and
arrived about 0.07 s earlier in event 03 than in event
93, whereas the earlier portion of energy appears to
have arrived at about the same time (Fig. 1D). The
PKiKP waveforms observed at station OBN exhibit
two characteristics: (i) the PKiKP main phases are
evidently in misalignment between the two events,
with the phase in event 03 arriving about 0.07 s
earlier than in event 93 and (ii) the PKiKP coda
waves show waveform dissimilarities between the
two events (Fig. 1E).
The observed smaller differential PKiKPPKIKP travel times of about 0.07 s at stations
ARU and AAK in event 03 further confirm that
the PKiKP travel time residuals were not caused
by relative event location or origin time of the
doublet but by temporal changes of PKiKP travel

time between the occurrences of the two events
(22). The temporal changes in PKiKP travel time
are at least 0.07 s at ARU and AAK, using their
PKIKP arrival times as reference, and 0.039 s at
OBN taking into account the maximal possible
error of relocation, with the PKiKP phases
arriving earlier in event 03 than in event 93.
No discernible temporal change of PKiKP
travel time is observed for other stations. Superimposed PKiKP-PKIKP or PKiKP waveforms of
the doublet recorded at other stations show
excellent agreements in both absolute arrival time
and differential travel time of the two phases (Fig.
2, A and B). The best-fitting relative location and
origin time of event 03, obtained using the arrival
times of the non-IC phases, also reduce the travel
time residuals of the PKiKP and PKIKP phases
within the relocation error bar for all other stations (Figs. 2 and 3). For the data available, the
temporal changes in the PKiKP travel times are
only observed for the phases recorded at ARU,
AAK, and OBN, which sampled a localized region of the inner core boundary beneath middle
Africa (Fig. 3).
The temporal changes of travel time for the
PKiKP phases recorded at stations ARU, AAK,
and OBN between the doublet are not likely to
have been caused by temporal changes of seismic
properties near the hypocenters or in the mantle
(22).They indicate a localized change of the inner
core radius beneath middle Africa between the
occurrences of the doublet. A larger radius would
produce an earlier PKiKP arrival, because the
PKiKP phase would be reflected at a shallower
depth. An inner core radius enlarged by 0.98 to
1.75 km would fit the travel time changes of
about 0.039 to 0.07 s observed at stations OBN,
ARU, and AAK between 1 December 1993 and
6 September 2003.
The localized change of the inner core radius
can be explained by a differential inner core

rotation, if the inner core boundary has localized
topography (Fig. 4A) or locally deviates away
from the equilibrium position with a slope of
topography (Fig. 4B). In the former case, the
PKiKP phases recorded at OBN, ARU, and
AAK may sample the topographically low regions in event 93 and the topographically high
regions in event 03 that are moved into the
sampling points by the inner core differential
motion (Fig. 4A). In the latter case, the PKiKP
phases recorded at stations OBN, ARU, and
AAK in event 03 may sample relatively elevated positions of the nonequilibrium sloped
boundary that is moved eastward by the differential rotation of the inner core (Fig. 4B). For
these mechanisms to work, it would also require
the localized topography or the nonequilibrium
slope to be geographically fixed to the inner
core as the inner core differentially rotates.
The localized change of inner core radius can
also be explained by a rapid localized growth of
the inner core by 0.98 to 1.75 km between the
occurrences of the doublet, either in the PKiKP
sampling points (Fig. 4C) or in a regional scale
beneath middle Africa (Fig. 4D). The position of
the inner core boundary is controlled by the
temperature and the outer core composition (iron
and its companion light elements) (10). The
localized growth may be caused by something
unknown (for example, Earth’s magnetic field) or
by a regional perturbation of temperature and/or
composition near the inner core boundary through
mechanisms such as a heterogeneous heat-flow
flux at the bottom of the outer core induced near
the core-mantle boundary (23) or small-scale
compositional convection in the top of the inner
core (24).
Both interpretations indicate that the inner
core boundary has irregular topography and that
the growth of the inner core and the energy
release associated with the growth are not geo-

Fig. 1. (A) Ray paths of
PKIKP (black) and PKiKP
(light blue) waves. (B to
E) Superimposed PKiKPPKIKP waveforms of the
doublet recorded at
stations ARU (B and C)
and AAK (D), and PKiKP
waveforms at OBN (E).
Waveforms in (B), (D),
and (E) are superimposed with time shifts (27) that account for the differences in relative
origin time and hypocenter position of the doublet. (C) is the same as (B) except that the
waveform for event 03 is shifted 0.04 s further backward in time. Waveforms are filtered
with the worldwide standard seismic network short-period instrument response.
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Fig. 2. Superimposed PKiKP and PKiKP-PKIKP waveforms of the doublet at
the distances before 130° (A) and at two example stations, ALE (Alert,
Canada) and XAN (Xi’an, China), at larger distances (B). The waveforms are
processed and aligned as those in Fig. 1, B to E. Predicted PKIKP travel
times based on the Preliminary Earth Reference Model are also labeled in
(A). For display purposes, some traces are plotted at distances slightly away
from their true epicentral distances. Because of the quality of the data, the
waveforms at station XAN in (B) are further filtered from 0.5 to 1.0 Hz. No
further bandpass filtering was applied for the waveforms at other stations.

Fig. 3. Travel time residuals (27) of the PKiKP
phases or differences in differential PKiKP-PKIKP
travel time between the doublet, plotted at the
reflected points of the inner core, along with the
great circle paths from the doublet (star) to
stations (triangles) and PKIKP ray paths in the
inner core (heavy lines). Positive values indicate
that the PKiKP arrives earlier or the differential
PKiKP-PKIKP travel time is smaller for event 03,
whereas negative values indicate the opposite. The
differences in PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel time
for those with heavy lines are also close to zero,
except for stations ARU and AAK, in which only the
differences in PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel time
are shown. The great circle path to YK (Yellowknife,
Canada) array comprises a total of 18 observational pairs.

graphically uniform. Furthermore, the existence of irregular topography of the inner
core boundary would require the existence of
small-scale variations of temperature or/and
outer core composition near the inner core
boundary. Because the time scale of the outer
core convection is short, the required existence of small-scale variations of temperature
and/or outer core composition would suggest
that the rapid localized growth of the inner
core is a plausible interpretation for the
observed localized enlarged inner core
radius. If the temporal change of the inner
core boundary position is caused by rapid

localized growth of the inner core, it would
further suggest that the growth of the inner
core and the energy release due to the
solidification of the outer core are rapid and
episodic. To maintain a geologically slow
growth rate, the inner core growth process
would also be required to be constructive for
some localized regions in some time periods
and destructive in other regions or in other
time periods.
The above inference of the conditions near
the inner core boundary would have considerable implications for the convection in the
outer core and geodynamo. The inner core re-
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gion with the enlarged radius corresponds to
where the anomalously strong small-scale
magnetic field changes in the top of the outer
core are inferred at the present time (25) and
where most of Earth’s reversed magnetic polarity field has been produced in the past 400
years (26).
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Transcrystalline Melt Migration
and Earth’s Mantle
Pierre Schiano,1* Ariel Provost,1 Roberto Clocchiatti,2 François Faure1†
Plate tectonics and volcanism involve the formation, migration, and interaction of magma and
gas. Experiments show that melt inclusions subjected to a thermal gradient migrate through
olivine crystals, under the kinetic control of crystal-melt interface mechanisms. Exsolved gas
bubbles remain fixed and eventually separate from the melt. Scaled to thermal gradients
in Earth’s mantle and geological times, our results account for the grain-scale segregation of
primitive melts, reinterpret CO2-rich fluid inclusions as escaped from melt, and question the
existence of a free, deeply percolating fluid phase. Melt migration experiments also allow us to
quantify crystal growth kinetics at very low undercoolings in conditions appropriate to many
natural systems.
eciphering the physical processes by
which melts (silicate-rich liquids) and
“fluids” (CO2- or H2O-rich gases or
supercritical fluids) form, migrate, and interact
is necessary to fully understand the dynamics
of Earth’s mantle and volcanism. It has long
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been believed, for instance, that the migration
of magma has two modes: porous flow through
small channels along grain boundaries followed by flow through a fracture network.
Also, melt and fluid inclusions in mantle
minerals are supposed to be the direct expres-
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sions of independent, deeply percolating fluid
and melt phases (1). Here, we present experimental results that introduce transcrystalline
melt migration as a mechanism occurring in
Earth and suggest that most fluid inclusions in
mantle minerals represent natural remnants of
transcrystalline melt migration rather than
samples of a free, fluid phase that pervades
the mantle.
The samples used in this study are olivine
crystals collected from lapilli levels at Piton
Vincendo (Piton de la Fournaise Volcano,
Reunion Island, Indian Ocean) and La Sommata
1
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Materials and Methods

Seismic data

Seismic data are collected from the Global Seismographic Network, the Canadian
National Seismographic Network, the Global Telemetered Seismograpic Network, The
Berkeley Network, the Pacific Northwest Regional Seismic Network, the GEOSCOPE,
the University of Utah Regional Seismic Network and the Trinet (Terrascope) in
southern California for both events. The observed vertical components of the seismic
data are used and are bandpass filtered with the WWSSN short period response. The
non-IC phases used in the relocation analysis are compressional waves that include the
direct wave in the mantle (P), the two branches of the seismic phases traveling in the
outer core (PKPbc and PKPab), the wave reflected once off the bottom side of the coremantle boundary (PKKPbc) and the wave scattered near the core-mantle boundary (PKP
precursor). The availability of these non-IC phases provides good azimuthal coverage
for relocation analysis (Fig. S1). The travel time differences of all the phases between
the two events are obtained by cross-correlating the waveforms between the two events.
An error of ± 0.01 s exists in such measurements. The values reported in the text took
this uncertainty into account. The data time series were time interpolated to an evenly

spaced time series with a time sampling rate of 0.0025 s based on the Wiggins
interpolation method (S1) before the cross-correlations were performed. The data
interpolations are performed using the standard software package Seismic Analysis
Code (SAC). PKIKP and PKiKP phases (Fig. 1a) are not used in the relocation analysis.
Their arrival times and waveforms are independently checked and presented in the main
text based on the relocated event parameters.

Relocation procedure
I used event 93 as the master event (i.e., fix its origin time and location to those
reported in the PDE catalog, Table S1) and derive relative event location and origin
time of event 03 with respect to those of event 93. For events 93 and 03, there exist
these relationships:

T03,k , p

O 03  t 03, k , p

(1)

T93,k , p

O 93  t 93, k , p

(2)

where, T is the absolute arrival time of the seismic phase, O is event origin time and t is
the time it takes the seismic phase to travel from the hypocenter to the station, k denotes
station index, p seismic phase, 03 for event 03 and 93 for event 93. Subtracting equation
(2) from (1) yields:

'T0393, k , p
where, ǻT0393 ,k,p

'O 03  93  't 03  93, k , p

T 03,k,p - T 93, k,p , ǻO 03  93

(3)

O 03 - O 93 , ǻt 0393,k,p

t 03,k,p - t 93, k,p .

The above equation simply states that the difference in arrival time of seismic phase p
recorded at station k between the doublet ( ǻT0393,k,p ) equals to the difference between
the origin times of the two events ( ǻO 03  93 ) plus the travel time difference of the

2

seismic phase caused by a difference in relative hypocenter locations of the doublet
( ǻt 0393 ,k,p ).
ǻt 0393 ,k,p is sensitive only to the relative location between the two events and can
be expressed as:
ǻt 0393 ,k,p

dDk *

dt
dt
(k , p, D, h)  dh * (k , p, D, h)
dD
dh

(4)

dDk is the difference in epicentral distance at station k due to the relative difference in

event location between the two events,

dt
(k , p, D, h) is the derivative of travel time of
dD

the seismic phase with respect to epicentral distance D,

dt
(k , p, D, h) is the derivative
dh

of travel time of the seismic phase with respect to event depth h, and dh is relative
change of event depth between the two events.

dt
dt
(k , p, D, h) and
(k , p, D, h) can be
dD
dh

calculated for each station and its associated seismic phase using a reference Earth’s
model. They would depend on epicentral distance D, event depth h, seismic phase p and
slightly the reference model used, but exhibit little change with the absolute location
and depth we assume for event 93 within their plausible error bars.
For a relative hypocenter location and a relative origin time of event 03, the predicted
relative arrival time for seismic phase p recorded at station k between the doublet is
defined as:
T03pre 93, k , p

'O 03  93  't 03  93, k , p

(5)

with 'O 03  93 being the time difference between the relative origin time of event 03 and
the origin time of event 93 (fixed to the reported origin time in the PDE catalog, Table
S1), and 't 03  93, k , p being the difference in travel time caused by the difference in
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hypocenter location between the two events. 't 03  93, k , p is calculated based on equation
(4) using the relative hypocenter location of event 03 for seismic phase p at station k.
obs
Let T03
93, k , p be the arrival time difference of seismic phase p recorded at station k

and measured by cross-correlating their waveforms of the two events. For a relative
location and an origin time of event 03, the travel time residual of the doublet for
seismic phase p recorded at station k is defined as:
'T03res 93, k , p

T03obs 93, k , p  T03pre 93, k , p

(6)

pre
with T03
93, k , p calculated based on equation (5). Positive travel time residuals mean that,

if event 03 occurs in the relative location and at the relative origin time as assumed, the
seismic phase p at station k arrives later in event 03 than in event 93 even after corrected
for the effects of relative hypocenter location between the two events. The negative
travel time residuals indicate the opposite.
Relative location and depth for event 03 are grid-searched around the reported
location and depth of event 93. The best fitting relative location, depth and origin time
of event 03 are the one that generates the smallest RMS travel time residual variation
defined as:
N

¦

['T03res93,k , p ] 2 / N

(7)

k 1

N is the total number of observations used in the relocation.
The above relocation technique is similar to those used to determine the relative event
locations in the master event approach (e.g., S2-S7). The relative origin times of the
events are also jointly inverted in the above procedures. The absolute origin times and
event locations of the both events are subject to the traditional errors such as those
caused by our imperfect knowledge of three-dimensional seismic structure of the Earth,
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but the relative timing and event location between the doublet are not. Neither are the
predictions based on equations (4), (5) and (6).
obs
The measured T03
93, k , p , seismic phases, and seismic stations used in the relocation

analysis are shown in Fig. S1a. The search region for the relative hypocenter location of
event 03 is a 10 km (N-S direction) ×10 km (E-W direction) × 2 km (vertical) box
centered at the reported location and depth of event 93. The search grid intervals are
0.002 km in N-S and E-W directions and 0.002 km in depth.
The above relocation analysis places the best-fitting relative event horizontal
locations of the doublet within 0.37 km and event depths within 0.7 km (Fig. S2a).
Using the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) (S8) and AK135 (S9) essentially
yields same results. The best-fitting origin time for event 03 (with respect to the
reported PDE origin time of event 93 in Table S1) is 2003/09/06 15:47:00.205. The
relocation procedures reduce the RMS travel time residual to 0.016 s (using PREM) or
0.015 s (using AK135) for the best-fitting relative locations and origin times. The bestfitting relative location and origin time of the events also reduce the travel time
residuals at each individual station between the two events (Fig. S1b). The travel time
residuals of the non-IC phases in the individual stations for the best-fitting relative
location and origin time range from -0.029 s (SNZO) to 0.031 s (DAWY) in the
individual stations (Fig. S1b).
My relocation epicentral locations are slightly different from those obtained by Zhang
et al. (S10), who used a double-difference method developed by Waldhauser and
Ellsworth (S11). The difference is probably due to the fact that different datasets are
used in the relocation analyses. The difference is small and insignificant.
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RMS travel time residuals for explaining the PKiKP arrival times at ARU

While the difference in absolute PKIKP travel time observed at ARU between the
doublet is just slightly above the relocation error bar, the differences in the PKiKP
travel time observed at ARU, AAK and OBN between the doublet cannot be explained
by a difference in event location or origin time between the doublet. I present here more
analyses to show that the travel time residual of 0.11 s of the PKiKP phases between the
doublet observed at station ARU cannot be explained by a difference in event location
or origin time between the doublet. Same arguments can be made for the travel time
shifts of the PKiKP phases observed at stations AAK and OBN.
A difference in event depth between the doublet cannot explain the data, because
placing event 03 deeper to reduce the positive 0.11 s residual of the PKiKP phase at
ARU would generate a similar amount of negative travel time residuals of the PKiKP
and PKIKP phases at other stations. The effect of the difference in event depth is not
explored further. I calculate the RMS travel time residuals and travel time residuals of
the non-IC phases at each station for all possible relative event epicentral locations of
event 03, by forcing the PKiKP arrival times between the doublet to fit within 0.031 s,
the maximal relocation error at station DAWY in Fig. S1b. For each assumed event
location of event 03, a relative origin time of event 03 is found so that the PKiKP travel
time residual at ARU between the doublet (calculated based on equation (6)) is within
0.031 s. All relative event positions result in unacceptable RMS travel time residuals
(Fig. S2b) and travel time residuals at many stations between the doublet (see two
examples in Fig. S3). The above analysis indicates that the arrival time difference of the
PKiKP phases recorded at ARU of the two events cannot be explained by a difference
in event location.
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Sensitivity of change of differential PKiKP-PKIKP travel time to relative event
location between the doublet

The observed smaller differential PKiKP-PKIKP travel times of about 0.07 s at
stations ARU and AAK in event 03 further confirm that the PKiKP travel time residuals
are not caused by relative event location or origin time of the doublet. The PKiKPPKIKP differential travel time is not affected by the earthquake origin times and is
insensitive to the uncertainties of the relative location between the two events. To
generate a difference of 0.07 s in PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel time, a difference of
65 km (based on PREM) or 59 km (based on AK135) in epicentral distance between the
doublet is needed and a difference in PKIKP absolute travel time of 1.12 s (based on
PREM) or 1.01 s (based on AK135) would result for that difference in epicentral
distance. The PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel time is even less sensitive to the event
depth. A change of event depth from 33 km to 0 km would only yield a difference of
0.004 s (PREM and AK135) in PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel time. All these
scenarios can be excluded based on the measured arrival time differences of the two
events and the relocation analysis (Figs. S1, S2a).

Effects of noise or other energy perturbation on PKiKP phase

The observed PKiKP travel time residuals at stations, ARU, AAK and OBN are not
caused by noise or possible temporal changes of seismic energy proceeding the PKiKP
phases. A slight ground motion unrelated to the earthquakes at a recording station,
occurring at either one of the PKiKP arrival times of the doublet, may perturb the
PKiKP signal. But it is highly unlikely that this would occur for all three stations with
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ground motions happening to occur at the PKiKP arrival times at those stations. The
PKIKP phases may generate coda waves and the coda waves may experience temporal
changes (e.g., S12, S10). Such temporal changes of coda waves may affect the PKiKP
waveforms and thus produce the apparent time shifts of the PKiKP phases at stations
ARU and AAK. It is, however, a very unlikely explanation for the observed time shifts
of the PKiKP phases. Note that, such PKiKP time shift is also observed at station OBN.
Synthetics for all available inner core models indicate that, at an epicenter distance of
stations OBN (about 123.069o), the energy of the PKIKP phase is less than 4% of the
PKiKP energy. The coda waves of the PKIKP phases would presumably have even less
energy. The temporal changes of the PKIKP coda waves, even if they exist, would
unlikely alter the PKiKP arrival times. The PKnIKP (n = 2, 3, 4 …) phases, which
propagate through the inner core and are reflected off the downside of the inner core
boundary n-1 times, would arrive between the PKIKP and PKiKP phases and their
possible temporal change could potentially be another source that may affect the PKiKP
arrivals. But the PKnIKP phases do not appear until the epicentral distances larger than
the recording distances of these stations.

Effects of temporal change of seismic properties near the hypocenters or in the
mantle on PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel time

The temporal changes of travel time for the PKiKP phases recorded at stations ARU,
AAK and OBN between the doublet are unlikely caused by temporal change of seismic
properties near the hypocenters or in the mantle. Local temporal changes of seismic
properties near the hypocenters (for example, some velocity changes due to the first
event) may occur, but it would not generate the smaller PKiKP-PKIKP differential
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travel time in event 03, as these two phases have almost identical take-off angles from
the earthquakes (Fig. 1a). Temporal change of the seismic properties elsewhere in the
mantle is unlikely. But even if it exists, the PKiKP-PKIKP differential travel times are
not sensitive to the seismic structures in the mantle as they have almost identical ray
paths there (Fig. 1a) (S13, S14). The observed temporal changes of the PKiKP travel
time recorded at ARU and AAK between the doublet are thus associated with some
temporal change of the properties of the inner core boundary.

Effects of a shift of entire inner core on the change of PKiKP travel time

The localized change of inner core radius cannot be caused by a slight shift of the
entire inner core toward middle Africa (the reflected points of the PKiKP phases
recorded at ARU, AAK and OBN) by 0.98 - 1.75 km. A slight shift of the entire inner
core would change the position of the inner core boundary elsewhere and generate
PKiKP travel time difference at other stations, which is different from the observations.
The PKiKP and PKiKP-PKIKP observations do not exhibit temporal change at other
stations (Figs. 2, 3). A slight shift of the entire inner core would also produce similar
changes of the inner core boundary position in the entry and exit points for the PKIKP
phases recorded at ARU and AAK, and would generate similar amount of the travel
time differences for the PKIKP phases at these two stations, and thus similar PKiKPPKIKP differential travel times between the two events. That is also different from the
observations (Figs. 1c, 1d). Thus, a localized change of inner core radius cannot be
explained by a shift of the inner core.
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Fresnel zone of the PKiKP waves and separation of PKiKP and PKIKP phases
near the inner core boundary

For the dominant frequency of the seismic signals, the width of the Fresnel zone of
PKiKP is about 150 km in the inner core boundary. This is smaller than the separation
of the PKiKP and PKIKP phases at the inner core boundary, so PKiKP and PKIKP
phases could respond differently to localized temporal change of inner core boundary.
However, if one considers the PKIKP travel time residual of 0.04 s at ARU to be
significant (which is just slightly above the relocation error bar), it is possible that the
PKIKP phase at ARU is also affected by temporal change of the inner core boundary.

Temporal change of PKiKP and PKIKP coda

There is another large time shift of phase at about 4 s after the first arrivals, or about
3 s after the PKiKP phases, in the superimposed ARU waveforms (Figs. 1b,1c). This
may be caused by scattering of the time-shifted PKiKP main phases by the seismic
structure beneath ARU or possible temporal change of PKiKP coda waves.
The dissimilarity of the PKiKP coda waves observed at OBN, if it is attributed to the
same cause for the misalignment of the PKiKP main phases, would suggest that the
temporal change of topography is spatially varying to small scales. Small length scales
of temporal change of inner core topography would also affect PKIKP coda waves, and
may be considered as another candidate for explaining the observed temporal change of
PKIKP coda waves in other studies. Different time widows of the PKiKP coda wave
change are sensitive to temporal changes of different part of the inner core boundary, so
the dissimilarities of the coda waves could be used to study temporal change of the
inner core boundary in a large area.
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Supplementary Figure Legends

Figure S1. a) Measured difference in absolute arrival time (circles and squares) of

various non-IC phases used in the relocation analysis between the doublet plotted at the
location of each station, along with the great circle paths (gray traces) from the doublet
(star) to the stations. The arrival time differences are plotted with respect to a 'O 03  93
that generates a zero mean of the arrival time differences for all the stations. The circles
indicate that the non-IC phases in event 03 arrive relatively earlier than their
counterparts in event 93, while the squares show the opposite. Seismic stations and
res
phases are labeled in the Figure. b) Travel time residuals 'T03
93, k , p between the doublet

calculated from the measurements in a) and equations (6) and (5) using the best-fitting
relative location (Fig. S2a) and origin time (2003/09/06 15:47:00.205) for event 03.

Figure S2. a) Best-fitting location of event 03 (dot labeled as 2003/09/06) relative to the

location of event 93 (0,0) (star labeled as 1993/12/01) that minimizes the RMS travel
time residual of the non-IC phases between the doublet, along with the RMS travel time
residuals as a function of relative location of event 03. b) RMS travel time residuals of
the non-IC phases as a function of relative location of event 03 by forcing the travel
time residual of the PKiKP phases observed at ARU between the doublet to be within
0.031 s. Two relative locations are labeled with one that generates the minimal RMS
travel time residual (dot labeled as A) and the other that produces a minimal RMS travel
time residual among those that also generate a zero mean of the travel time residuals of
the non-IC phases between the doublet. The travel time residuals in individual stations
between the doublet in these two cases are shown in Fig. S3a and Fig. S3b, respectively.
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Only the relative locations with a RMS travel time residual less than 190 ms are plotted
in the figures.

Figure S3. a) Travel time residuals of the non-IC phases between the doublet for two

example locations shown in Fig. S2b. Panels a and b are for the locations labeled as A
and B in Fig. S2b, respectively.
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Table S1. Event Location and Origin Time of the Doublet (PDE)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Event

Date

Origin time

(year/mm/dd) (hh:mm:ss)

Latitude Longitude
(oN)

(oE)

Depth mb
(km)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------93

1993/12/01

00:59:01.500 -57.475 -25.685

33

5.5

03

2003/09/06

15:46:59.900 -57.419 -25.639

33

5.6

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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